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INTHOUCTION

Model programs that must develop, demonstrate, and disseminate have a dif-,
ficult mission.- The-energy involved in development, and sustained throut,h a
demonstration effort, can dissipate by the time the project turns to dissemi-
nation. Model programs must tIlink,.clearly about dissemination not only
durirt the last months of funding, but throughout; not only as a nod to a
funding agency's requirements, but as a conscious effort to extend project
impact.

For HCEEP Demonstratipn projects, dissemination* can mean:

** spread
** facilitating change
** exchange
** implementation

Model programs typically embrace the notion of "spread," developing, bro-
chures and awareness sessichis and writing articles and manuals. These strate-
gies increase knowledge but rarely change people's skills and behaviors. .

"Implementation" describes the ultimate goal of disseminalion efforts --
to get a program used in another setting. The inew expressed in this monograph
is that if a program or its components aren't ultimately -used elsewhere, the
dissemination effort has failed. Though difficult, the task of helping others
to use a new, -effective program should be the charge of all model program,
developers.

This monograph will try to answe'r this questidn: What must a' model de-
veloper know about suCcessful implementatiob to effectively help others adopt
and use a model program? The ideas offered reflect the author's understanding
of research on dissemination strategies that actually. result in changes in
practice.

*This elaborate definition of "dissemination" resulted from work by the Dis-
semination Analysis Group in 1977.
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The major source for this paper is a study recently completed by The NET-1
WORK, Inc., at Andover, Massachusetts, called "A Study of Dissemination Ef-
forts Supporting School Improvement" (The NETWORK-, Inc., 1982). Other studies
which preceded and' fed into this one are also used as source material '(see
reference list). These sources constitute a body of research examining a long
line of federally funded demonstration and dissemination programs (including
HCEEP) whidh used such varying strategies as:

** having publishers distribute government-funded, locally developed ,..,

materials;

-** describing a project in great detail, packaging it and distributing it
without in-person assistance;

**
;

engaging prospective users in a problem-solving process, selecting a
project for adoption and assisting in implementation;

I .

** using a network of developers and state-based facilitators to make
potential users aware of a large variety of effective projects they

'might adopt, training them and. supporting inlplementation.*

This monograph uses results of research on these strategies to organize
guidelines for model program dissemination and to answer these questions:

-.

**

**

**

What must the disseminator. do to help others adopt a model program or
practice?

. .

Plannin, Tools the disseminator and adopter can use to work together
to:effect a long line of progeify that clearly demonstrate a maximum
return on' the investment of public monies?

What must the aclopter do to implement a model program or practice?
I

Some ideas follow.

w c

,

*Examples of these four strategies are U.S. Special Education Pr9gram's Market
Linkage Prot,ram, Product Information. Packages, the R&D Utilization Program
and the National Diffusion Network. See Bibliography for information about
each.

) .
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WHAT MUST THE DISSEMINATOR DO?

Effective dissemination is an interactive process. As a model program,
you must do certain things, and the adopting organization and individuals also
must perform in certain ways to make implementation effective. You can help
them perform their roles by helping them conceptualize, plan, and organize the
effort. Assign respOnsibilities and develop timelines in ways you know work
best. This is a far cry from sending out materials or giving a one-shot,
"goodbye-and-good-luck" workshop. .It also is more effective.

This part of the monograph lists and describes some of the assistance
roles you must perform. Later in this document these ideas are developed in
greater depth as a step-by-step process unfolds. Functions you can effective-
ly perform are presentedThere.

Create .Awareness

Individuals who are just learning about a new project which they might
adopt have two primary questions: What is it? and How will it affect me?
Awareness materials should address these questions. At this point, there is
no need for detail about organization and management, nor about all the vari-
ous outcomes the users can expect (although some of this, ,f course, is neces-
sary); these details will come later. Keep awareness materials brief and to-
the-point. Create an image ofovhat the project.will look like when it is in
place (more about this later).

Establish Commitment

Clearly, an externol person alone cannot create commitment in adopting
parties, but you can affect that commitment. yalk with individuals r small
homogeneous.groups about their benefils derived from using yoUr project or its
components. Take advantage of your image as, an outside expert.

-3- ...,
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Provide Materials

Several years ago, one federal education program (Sterns and Norwood,
1977) found that providing materials alone does not effectively disseminate a
program. However, with your help interpretiing and explaining them, materials
can certainly he important. Materials, may'be the items actually needed for
implementation.-- curriculum materials, equipment, recordkeeping 'cards; etc.
-- or they may he instructional manuals e.g.,. "Ilow 'to Manage," "How to As-
sess Children's Needs," "How to. Teach .Developmentally Disabled Children." All

materials must be 'high quality, clear, and comp'rehensive. Check with an ex-
pert in product development.

Train

Secure a commitment from adoption site staff to attend training sessions'.
Training should include step-by:step procedures fot using your project
teaching and assessment skills for%teachers, managemen't skills for managers,
etc. Principles of adult learning must come into play here. Provide informa-
tion, demonstration, hands-on practice, and opportunities ,,to discuss with

.others and plan for direct application to their own situation. .

, . It is now accepted knowledge (Berman et al., 1975; Hall and 1,qucks,
1978b; Fluberman and Crandall, 1982) that one4hot training is rarely success-fi
ful. To use a new program, people must try out new behaviors few at a time
and be able to come back periodically to solve problems and learn more. These
opportunities can he provided by dividing t'raining into segments of, for exam-
ple, one or two days a month tor three months. Or, a large initial session
can be -followed by -regular individual and small-group consultations over the
next several months. These strategies allow time to practice, adjust and add
to behaviors with expert guidance. Without follow-up training, behaviors that
don't seem to work the first time will be discontinued or changed so radically
from what was intended that they may do more harm than good.

Plan

Model .program developers offer a welcome perspective to people in poten-
tial adoption sites; pthe developers have a good program and they've used it
well. They've seen it work in other ? sometimes quite different settings, and
they have some ideas about effective implementation in most situations. Yet
research (Bauchner et al., 1982) has found that one of the most important .

kinds of assistance which rarely gets delivered, especially by an outsider
-- is helping individuals at thi given site .plan for implementation. Planning
incluCles assessing the adopter's own situation before training and implementa-
tion; making necessary adjustments ahead' of time so the program fits the Set-
ting; and working closely with program staff to rearninge staffing' assignments
and schedules, reallocate resources and fully understand what-needs to happen
on tl day-to-day basist Implementation planning extends beyond the training
phase so that continual adjustments can be made to help the adopting staff
meet the needs of their own situation.



Solve Problems and Troubleshoot

There are many ways to locate and solve problems. Someone from your
model program might return periodically (frequently at first) to an adopting
site to help users thirkk about problems they are having as they implement youz
program. Often this can be done simply by visiting and observing and then
holding informal voluntary sessions for staff at the adopting site. Staff can
describe how things aYe going, and you can discuss their problems and rein-
force what they're doing. Never underestimate the benefits of encouragement

especially in the first stages of -implementation, when users are uncertain
about what they're doing and concerned about making things work.

Another and perhaps the most cost-effective way trozzbleshooting assis-
tance can be delivered is by working closely with a staff person at the adopt-
ing site to help that person become an expert and an advocate for your program.
This person has -the advantage of.being readily available to serve as a trouble-
shooter for other staff at the adopting site, saving you time and the adopting
agency money for your travel. This delivery scheme also increases -the adopter's
internal capability to use and support your program. The value of such a local
facilitator is well supported in the research on change (Bauchner et al., 1982;
Loucks and Hall, 1979).

Local facilitators can get things done quickly and efficiently; they are
accessible and often have resources on hand and some clout or influence to
wiild. They are particularly effective if they support your program for their
site.

Monitor and Evaluate

Like follow-up assistance, monitoring is best'done by somebody who has
regular and ready access to the adopting site., Thus, as disseminator, yqu
might not do the actual monitoring and evaluation of an adoption effdrt. Mon-
itoring is essential assistance for any change effort; it helps ensure that
the model program is implemented as intended.

Considezhow monitoring will be done and who will do it. Monitoring and
evaluating activities should be determined with the adoption site program
manager.

Reasons to monitor an adoption effort depend on that effort's intended
outcomes, so let us digress for a bit to discuss some different outcomes an
adopting site might seek. Two major kinds of outcomes may result from an ef-
fort to implement a, model program (Loucks et al. , 1982) implementation out-
comes (the assessment of which indicates how well the site has adopted your
program) and target population outcomes,.(whose assessment measures the effica-
cy of the program itself).

Implementation Outcomes. Various implementation outcomes are 'possible,
ranging from those which involve individual users (teachers, health care pro-
fessionals, day care workers, infant specialists) to those which involve the
users' organization.

-5-



Individual outcomes refer to the extent to which each user's p'ersonal be-
haviors or attitudes have changed to those needed for the model program. Such
outcomes include:

O Change in Practice How much change has occurred in the 'user's
behavior frOm before the adoption of the new program to the present?

O Fidelity How closely does use follow .program design Lind intentipns?

O Extent Df Implementation How muCh of the model prograp, or how many
of its components, is the user employing?

As a new model is integrated into an ongoing program, adopters' skills in
using the new behaviors grow, and their attitudes toward the new program
change. Thus monitoring these "growth dimensiona)" is often useful. "gtages
of Concern" and "Levels of Use" are two concepts (descried later) that can
help you assess the extent of this developmental growth of each' user of your
model program.

%

Although it is critically iniporstant tto know what inslivicluals are doing
with your model program, organizational change is also essential to an ,

-integrated Use of the new program and to assurance that. the model "sticks w"
Thus implementation outcomes which may be monitored at the organizational
level must also be considered. These outcqmes include:

O Organizational Change What changes have occurred that affect the
entire igency (for example, a shift in roles and responsibilities, or
new allotments of time and space)?

O Institutionalization - What steps have been taken to en'Sure that the
model program w' i11 become an ongoing part of the agency? For example,
in assessing these outdomes you might ask: A re new staff trained to
use the program? Are all needed 'materials and equipment routinely
ordered and supplied?

Implementation outcomes, both individual and organizational, can help you
determine the extent to which the adopting site has implemented your mociel
program.

It is also possible for you to provide adoption sites with tools for mon-
itoring the implementation outcomes, particulary those which occur at the in-
dividual user level. (Such tools will be dis sed in the next section of
this monograph.)

Target Population Outcomes. Outcomes to be found in 91e target popula-
tion (for our purposes, the handicapped child and family) may include cogni-
tive learning, developing attitudes, acquiring skills, and developing psycho-
motor and' life skills. The evaluation of such target population outcomes re-
quires the identification and use of appropriate assessment tools that should
be part of the package you offer adoption sites.

S



Relationship to Evaluation. having looked at the variety of intended
outcomes that will iffect monitoring and evaluatiOn considerations, we ?ire
better equipped to discuss evaluation. Gerierally, two kinds of evaluation are
conducted: formative evaluatiOn is done throughout the course of the prOgram;
summative evaluation is conducted at the end of a certain period and ask.s, "Is
this program any good?"

When money is an aject as it often is the sum ative evaluation is
.-often given pri -nay ovdr the formative. I would argue r the reverse case.
A number. of research and evaluation studie$ document ttie fact that often we
end up evaluating "lion-events" that is, we focus on the outcomes of a
progtam that has .not in fact been iniplemented. This poor focus easily occurs .
when only target population otqcomes have been meastOed,; as mentioned above,
it i nece,ssary to examine implementation outcomes if we are 'to know whether a
program has,in fact been implemented. Conducting formative evaluations', where
implementation outcomes are examined, will help ensure that Ahe program is
.properly implemented; then a summative evaluation measuring target populati
ou4comes will truly indicate the efficacy of the program.

In" addition to clarifying evaluation results , monitoring impleMentation
outcomes provides needed iriformation for those supplying assistance. Knowing
the extent to which a program's componepts are being implemented by individual
staff members is a key to knowing what kind of assistance would be most rele-
vant to them. Either the same person should do monitoring and follow-up, or a
very close connection should be established 'between the two roles. Another
benefit of .monitoring is that individual staff members notice that attention
is heing given to the flew program, a, clear 'message that it is important for
them to continue to use program components.

Finally, information gained during a monitoring Process is valuable
resource for commlnicating regularly with a model program's Clients or consti-
tuencies. A new program rarely achieves early success in target population

,outcomes, but information gained through monitoring ,can be used to stimulate
continued efforts by keeping informed those people wlio were supportive (or
even skeptical) about the adoption. What kinds of things are happening now
that weren't .happening before? Are increases in skills and sophistication in
using., the, new program noticeable? llow do people feel about using pie new pro-
gram? Being able to provide answers to such questions reminds people that
something important is happening, something that ultimately cans result in
portant.changes for children.

Summary
. .

... In sumniary, these seven assistance and support tasks are'critical to an
adopting site's successful implementation of your model program- or comlionents)
(Loucks et al., 1982): ,

** create awareness
** establish commitment
** provide materials
** train
** plan naplemet) tati(,n

-7-
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** solve problems and troubleshoot
** monitor and evaluate

The following seCtion of this monograph describes some tools thatocan
help you perform these tasks.

f

PLANNING POOLS

Practices and programs are described in many ways: by the goals (hey es-
pouse.; by the outcomes they achieve; by the facilities, equipment, and training
they require. They also can be characterized by approach or underlying phil-
osophy: ".diagnostic/prescriptive," "competency-based," "humanistic," "indi-

a

vidualized." All these descriptors give-us a sense of what the practice is
(or is not), but .they hardly help us picture the practice in action. They do
not help Cs understand what we might do to implement the practice, nor do they
guide us in what to look for in evaluating the practice. We are forced to
ma:ke leapb of faith that a piogram is being implemented when peo, le say it k,
and we therefore can be of limited help in improving program use.

SOC and LOU

To describe how individuals change as they implement new programs, the
Texas Research and Development Center for:Teacher Education developed these,
conceptual framworks: "Stages of Concern" (SOC) and "Levels of Use" (LOU).
Both frameworks consist of specific tools that disseminators can use.

Stages of Concern. When bvolved with an innovation, individuals gener-
ally progress through -three global stages in their coricerns about the rrew ap-
proach. Concerns aboutself ("How will this affect me?") manifest during in-
troductory phases. The initial use period is characterized by concerns about
program management ("Will I ever get it all organized?"). Only when these
concerns tr --? eesolved do concerns about impact on learners dominate ("Are th\ey
learning what they need to "learn?"). Hall and Loucks .(1978b) identify seven
stages of concern that reflect tliis general progression (see Figure I).

Levels of Use. The way people use ihe new programs also changes. Gener-
411y, as individuals become more .famillar with a program, they become more
skilled, and coordinated in its use and more sensitive to its effect on stu:-
dents. Levels of use of the innovation (see Figure 2) is another dimension
that describes changes in individuals in relation to their actual use of an
innovation (Hall et al., 1975).

As noted earlier, different dissemination and implementation activities
are appropriate at different times in the change process. "Stages of Concern"
and "Levels of Use" are good tools for judging appropriate dissemination and
implementation activities. For example if people are aaking "What is it9"
and "How will it affect me?" (Stages 1 and 2), it's useless to deliver a

-8-



Figure I

STAGES OF CONURN: TYPICAL EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN
ABOUT THE INNOVATION*

,Stages of Concern Expressions of Concern

(0) Awareness "I am not concerned about the innovation."

(1) Informational "I would like to know more about the innovation:"

(2) Personal "How will using the innovation aftect me?"

(3) Management "I seem to be spending all my time getting materials

ready."

(4) Consequence "How is my use affecting rids?"

(5) Collaboration "I am concerned about relating what I am doing with
what other instructors are doing."

(6) Refocusing "I have some ideas about something that would work,

even better."

Hall and Loucks, 1978b*

*This publication (see Bibliography for complete citation) explains in detail
how to use this tool and how to relate it to "Levels of Use" (Figure 2).



Figure 2

LEVELS OF0SE OF TRi INNOVATION: TYPICAL BEHAVIORS*

Levels of Use Behavioral Indices

(0) Nonuse

(I) Orientation,

(II) Preparation

(III) Mechanical Use'

(IVA) .Routine

(IVB) Refinement

(V) Integration

(VI) Renewal

No action is being taken with respect to the
innovWon'

The user is seeking information about the
innovation

The user is preparing to use the innovation

The user is usiiig the innovation tn a poorly
coordinated manner and is making user-oriented

changes

The user is making tew or no changes and has
established patterns.of use

The user is making changes to increase outcomes

The user is making deliberate efforts to
coordinate with others in using the innovation

The user is seeking more effective alternatives to
the established use of the innovation

Hall et al,, J975*

*This publication (see Bibliography for complete citation) explains in detail
how to use this tool and how to relate it to "Levels of Concern" (Figure 1).
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"how-to-do-it" workshop, or to spend large amliunts of time explaining the pro-
gram's effects on children. In addition to helping the disseminator antici-
pate adoptors' questions, the ideas presented in Figures 1 and 2 are helpful
for follow-up assistance, when it's not clear where people will be in the
change process. For example, one year after training, some people will be at
a mechanical level of use, some will be at a routine level, and still others
Will be refining the program. If the person providing follow-up assistance is
sensitive to each user's level of concern and use, just the right type of as-
sistance can be provided.

Simply reading more about the concepts and being sensitive to differences
in people is one quick way to assess stages of concern and levels of use.
More rigorous assessment can he made with paper and pencil (New love and Hall,
1976; Hall et al., 1977) and an interview procedure (Loucks et al., 1976).
Model programs have found much success using these tools to guide assistance
strategies.

The Practice Profile

In 1978, The NETWORK was funded by the U.S. Deliartment of Education to
investigate several federal dissemination strategies that supported school im-
provement through the implementation of new practices. Working with the Texas
Research and Development Center at Austin, The NETWORK developed a tool called
the "Practice Profile" (see Figure 3) to define practices selected for study.

The Practice Profile provides a picture of the model program. The dis-
seminator can use this picture to effectively describe to potential adopters
what the program looks like and how individuals behave when the program is in
place. The profile also can be used as a yardstick to measure the progress of
implemen tation .

The Practice Profile becomes a monitoring tool to answei questions such
as: To what extent has the program been implemented? and How closely to its
intended use is the program now used?

Practice. Profiles differ from other tools in several ways. First, the
profile standardizes the format in such a way that components are comparable
across practices. This makes statistical analyses (necessary in research and
evaluation) possible and enables individual projects to compare thair prac-
tices with those of other programs; potential adopters can easily look across
several projects. The NETWORK has also envisioned and is currently developing
a "component bank" that will allow projects to describe themselves by borrow-
ing rather than creating their, own component descriptions. In addition to
providing comparability, use or this component bank will be much less time-
consuming than the independent compositiohn of component descriptions. The
bank will also allow potential adopters to Occess useful descriptions of vari-
ous practices.

The development of Practice Profiles rests solely on the developer's per-
spective of the practice. Research (Huberman and Crandall, 1982; Hall and
Loucks, 1978a) and experience tell us that school improvement efforts benefit
from a clear, concise image of what a practice should look like: teachers and
instructors want to know what's expected of them, and evaluators and researchers



PRACTICI PROFILE: A SAMPLE FROM THE ADULT BASIC SKILLS PROJECT (ABSP)

Part I - Component Checidist

Component Ideal Acceptable Unacceptable

I Uiagnosis Instructor diagnoses
student reading and
math levels using ABSP .
Competency Tests

Instructor diagnoses student
reading and math levels us-
ing procedure other than
ABSP Competency lests

_

Instructor does not diagnose
student reading and math
levels

2 Instructional
Program

Instructor designs an
individualized program
tor each student based
on entry level skills

g!

Instructor does not design
an individualized program
for each student based on
entry level skills

3 Use ot Materials Instructor designs
program tor each stu-
dent, using ABSP
materials keyed to
student level and en-
riched with wide vAiri-

ety.'of other materials

Instructor designs program
tor each student utilizing
only ABSP materials keyed
to student level

OR

Instructor designs program
tor each student utilizing
materials other than ABSP

Instructor designs program
for students without usir15
materials

4 Instructor Role Wring student work
time, instructor das
LIS facilitator, assists
students individually
when asked and convenes
tor direct instruction
Sadll groups ot student%
with common skill needs

During stuaent work' time,

instructor acts as facili-
tator dad assists students
individually when asked, but
never instructs students in
groups

Dbring student work time,
instructor usually leads
groups or lectures to all
students toyethvr

OR

During student work time,
instructor is not available

NOLL: Checkftirks indicate actual use ot each component (continued)



Figure 3 (continued)

PRACTICE PROFILE: A SAMPLE FROM THE ADULT BASIC SKILLS PROJECT (ABSP)

Part 2 - Implementation Requirements Part 3 - Practice Characteristics

1 Costs:

Start-up: $3,000 (program for 100 students)
Continuation (yearly): $50 per student

(NOTE; this is without adding sta f)

2 Training:

Two weeks for staff before implementation
Two 2-day follow-up sessions over first year

3 Materials/Equipment:

ABSP Reading and Mathematics Curriculum
Guides (one per student)

4 Personnel:

No additional staff required
Instructor needs usual skillAteaching .
adults, knowledge of basic reading and
math skills

5 Organizational Arrangements:

A classroom where workspace and materials
may be available to students at all times

1

1 Purpose:

Basic skills development

2 Pedagogical Approach:

diagnostic/prescriptive

low (circle vne) hibh

3 Coureteness of Benefits: 1 2

comments

4 Precision of Definition: 1 2 3

comments

4 5

5 Presdriptiveness: 1 2
(-2)

4 5

comments

6 Complexity:

comments

1 CO 3 4 5

10



want to know what to look fOr. The developei:'s perspective prbvides a useful ,

framework to clarify practice expectations and provides a:standard to measure
fidelity, Further, the Practice Profile format does not eliminate the possi-
bility of describing user adaptations, thus providing a descriptive as well as
an evaluative tool.

Fisially, the Practice Profile is more than a checklist of components of
the practice. It does include a component checkliSt, but it also provides -a
precise list of implementation requirements that show potential adopters what
they must do before implementation and what support elements are needed. The
Practice Profile also includes a system for assessing practice characteristics
such as complexity, purpose, and prescriptiveness. Some characteristics have
been shown (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971) to make a difference in how and whether
new practices get implemented. With the three kinds of information available
from the Practice Profiles (component checklist, implementation, requirements,
and practice characteristics), consuniers can make wise seleetions ,between pro-
grams. Practice Profiles offer a standard of comparison.

Component Checklist. Part 1 .of the Practice. Prbfile, the component check-
list, identifies a manageable number (usually between six and twelve) of pro-
gram features, each described behaviorally (i.e., .role definitions are given).
Variations are described, according to ideal, acceptable, and unacceptable uses
of each component. There can be any number of variations or no variations in
each category. For example, in Figure 3 there is no "acceptable" variation of
component 2; only the "ideal" use of the component is permissible. It is nat
necessary to list components in which any variation is acceptable, since they
can be used in 5ny way or nt at all.

Component descriptions do not, include requirements for implementation.,
, such as traiping, facilities, personnel, or equipment,. These are described in

the next section of the Practice Profile. Rather, the component checklist de-
scribes the practice in use. Merely having had training, or having the right
materials, personnel, or facilities, does not necessarily mean anything is ac-
tually being done that people are actually behaving in the defined ways.

Two kinds of checklists can be developed. The first, which The NETWORK
has used most frequently and finds most valuable, is focused on the user.
Definitions of behaviors state, for example, "The user tests ...," "The user
groups students ..., etc. This kind of checklist can be used to monitor in-
dividual behaviors by completing one checklist for each user.

The second kind of checklist focuses on the practice as a whole and is
most useful for complicated practices where people perform several roles. A
practice focused on job' training, for example, involves counselors, trainers,
administratOrs, and teachers, each of whom behaves in different ways within tire
program. Here, while it is possible to create a user-focused checklist for
each role, the large number of actual checklists would be cumbersome. Instead,
one checklist can be constructed to combine all roles -- a practice-focused
checklist. This type of checklist is particularly beneficial in describing a
practice to new audiences. Figure 4 ilhIstrates a simplified practice-focused
checklist.

-14-
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Figure 4

PRACTICE PROFILE: JOB SKILLS TRAININO (JST)

Part 1 - Comyonent Checklist

Component. Ideal Acceptable Unacceptable

1 Diagnosis During the first visit,
a counselor interviews
student tor job gbals
and adminfisters the JST

Job Competency Tbst

II

During the first visit, a
counselor interviews student
for job goals and administers
a test of job skills other
than the JST Job Competency
Test

CI

During the first visit, a
counselor.does not interview
student for job goals and/or
does not administer 'a test
of job skills

2 Instructional
Program

Instructor develops for
student an individualized
program based on job
goals and entry level
job competencies

CI

Instructor develops tor stu-
dent ah individualized pro-
gram that ignores jOb goals
and/or job competencies

OR

Instructor does not develop
an individualized program
tor student

121

3 ,Work Mode Students come and go
freely.at Learning
Center, working on the-
materialscprescribed in
their progarriat their
ohn paces, assisted by
monitor upon request

CI

Students come and go freely
at Learning Center, working
unasststed on the materials
prescribed in their program
at their own paces

Students come to Learning
Center at assigned times and
work-..on their own program at

a pace sq.by instructor

4 monitoring

21

Instructor and coun-
selor both monitor
student prggross by
meeting as a threesome
once a week and formal-
ly testing progress in
competency acquisition
at least once a month

0

Either instructor or coun-
selor monitors student pro-
gresS by meettng with student
once a wdek and formally test-
ing progress in competency
acquisition at least Once a
mpnth

Student progress is not mon-
itored at alt, or is moni-
tored through either meetings
or periodic tests of compe-
tency acquisition hut not
through both

CI
ANNI111=11.m.=ria=wommermw.

4
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Implementation Reuirernents and Practice Characteristics. The second andthird parts of the Practice Pr-olile are a listing -ol implementation require-
ments, which are self-explanatory, and an assessment of practice characteris-
tics. Definitions and decision guidelines for assessing practice characteris-ts
tics. are not included here but are available in Loucks et al., 1982.

-)

Collecting. Data for Practice Profiles

Practice Profiles should be constru ,t d by or with the developer of the
practice. Information about components, implementation requirements, and
practice characteristics comes from interviews with the .developer, reading
print materials, and observing the practices in use.

A component checklist may be completed for each individual user or, inthe case of the practice-focused checklist, for the project as a whole or teamsof users with different roles. Interviews with users are the most common wayto collect. data. Users are asked an open-ended question: describe your useof the practice. After the response, the interviewer probes any of the com-
ponents that were not described. In some cases it is preferable to observe
users to validly assess component use, especially when instructor-student in-
tertiction is:involved '(for example, when a certain ratio of instructor talk to
student talk is required).

.

Ulla a Practice Profile in an I10EEP Program
N

I

:4

Although the Practice Profile was originally developed to describe cur-
riculum and instructional practices in the mainstream of education, the pro-
file is equally applicable to model programs for handicapped children. "Users"
can be teachers, health care professionals, or day care center personnel. Each
has a role in making the program work, so behaviors of eabh can be described '
as components.

Use the Component CheCklist for an early estimate of how mUch the adopt-
ing agency must change in order to accept your model. Some agencies will have
many of your program's components already in place as they begin the process; 4others will need to start at or near the beginning. In 'the former,ase, witere
only minor adjustments are anticipated, a limited amount of ftsistance is .needed. A good beginner's training session to* bolster enthusiasm and develop
commitment will suffice -- as long as the leader of the agency continues to
support did make accommodations for continued use. An agency that must make
major changes, however, can benefit from more specific, long-range assistance,
with continued support from all kinds of staff members ,_local experts, and the
leader as well. When prioritizing the sites with which you will.spend your
time, these "major changers" should be high on your list.

Practice Profiles help us understand and picture what people are doing
with parts of a program, thereby aiding dissemination and monitoring efforts.

-16-
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WHAT MUST THE ADOPTER 'DU?
'

Implementation of a model program'at a new site can succeed only thrOugh
a collaborative effort. .A11, thp appropr4ate assistance in the world will be -
useless 'withbut the 'commitment arid attention of people at the adopting site.
As Huberman and Crandall (1982) show, a constellation of players is needed to
make it model program work.

In your role as dissenlinaTOT you -must educate individuals at adoption
sites about tbeir roles. This procdss involves more than training in the com-
ponents and organizational requiremerits of your program; it,includds under-
standing what.factors lead to successful implementation and how' tirput khose
ingredients into place. Thisliast section of the monograph discusses thdse
ingredients and describes Ville might contribute most successfullY to ditch (see
Iluberman and .Crandall, 1982).

Develop a Vision

If you dcti't know where you're going,, there', not much chance you'll get
there. Applied to model program implementation, this axiom underlines the
need for an adopting site to be clear about results they seek. What will.
various people be doing? How will the facilities look? What will the chil-
dren be doing? Here, the Practice Profile comes in handy, particularly the
Component Checklist:

.(4".

The adopting agency need not adopt your "ideal" vision. Rather, working
with site staff and with you, the adopting group's leader\ can describe the
agency's unique vision. Your response may be to accommodate some of the con-
straints or peculiarities of the setting (e.g., different child needs, licens-
ing requirements, ftfriding considerations) by, adding components to the model
program. Using the Component Checklist as a starting point, work first with
thQ adopting site to develop a vision.

ThesLeader

If y.our program reqpires significant change for agency staff, the leader
of that agency (i.e., director, section chief, principal, manager) plays a
critical role. This involvement, however, need not be directly related to the
model program or practice. For example, if the model program involves an us-
sessment battery to be used mainly by health care professionals, there is no
reason why the agency head should proVide direct assistance. Instead, the
leader's most important contribution is 'to the agency's ongoing proceduree and
erIvironment. Bauchner et al. (1982) show that as organizations become more
stable, "crisis-managenient" orientation lessens, and the potential for.lasting,
agency-Wide changes increases. Here, the leader of the adopting .site is the
key. Has she or he established procedures for making and carrying out plans
and solving problems as they arise? These are important areas for a leader's
attention; without stability and a systematic orientation, any new program
will be short-lived.

I



Commit
9

A's noted earlier, it is important to have an image of what the prograM
will look like after it's in place. This image is part of a committhent made
by a leasder or leaders: this program will be implemented. The decision to
adopt may be madecollaboratively or by the leadership- only, but the important
thing is that the commitment be public and unequivocal. This ,action doesn't
necessarily require' etrong-arming (though it sometimes may, if all else fails);'
active enthusiasm may suffice. A statement of commitment may be soft: "This
prograni has had excellent results elsewhere and we've decided to try it here."
The key is that the staff must realize that they -will be involved in using the
progrinn.

Unless assistan impiediately follav's a decision to commit to d.model,
"lip-service compliance" usually result's; nothing really changes.. So it is
essential that the adopting agency's leader provide his or her staff with help
and encouragement. Plenty of initial and, continual help is essential until
the model program truly is a way of life at the adopting site. This assis-
tance is not restricted to individuals; it must also involve the establishment
of procedures that will "stick" when attention to the- program lessens. The
adopter must automatically train new staff, routinely order necessary materi-
als and equipment, and provide a budget line itenr'to support the program.
Without these procedures, well-implemented and beneficial progrilms can be
lost, often without a trace.

A mandate, followed by assi;tance, requires another ingredient -- con-
tinued encouragement and intangible support. This 'might be termed "pressure,"
but not in the more common, negative sense. Effective leaders are visil3ly
suppottive of new programs, offer personal encouragement, and ard available to
talk about and act immediately on problems that arise.. These people make it
clear that the program is a priority. They take their''monitoring job seri-
ously. This kind of pressure must start early and stay late.

Limit Aduptation

Berman and McLaughlin (1975) and Hall and Louoks (1978a) document a pro-
pensity for adopters to adapt, change, modify, even nutate a program before or
during implementation. Often whet,results hardly re ambles the original pro-
gram. If the disseminator, believv the model program or.prantice works the
way it %as developed, and if the adopting site is not altogether unlike the
disseminator's site, the adoiTting agency's leaders should allow his or her
staff only a limited amount ,of latitude to change the program. Here again,

c the disseminator can help. With the Practice. Profile, point out the compo-
nents you believe are essential and ehiould be used "as is." Designate other
components where users have choices -- being' allowed to adapt a program to
one's own situation contriblites to ownership, which is important to success.
However, ownership is useless if the critical parts of a program have been
changed beyond recognition. Setting clear expectations at this stage will
further the, potential for success.

-18-



_CLOSING

Dissemination is an essenkial task of a model progrmn. And, to succeed,
dissemination efforts require time, attention, planning, and action throughout
the life of the model project. Furthermore, dissemination is a highly coMplex
propess that takes more than fancy brocht3res and awareness presentations.
Rather, to ensure that a model program iaed appropriately and successfully
in another site, assistance to that site must Aje substarptial and ongoing and
must include a strong component to educate leaders at the site about key in-
gredients for success. The best of intentions; the most collegial, partici-
patory implementation process; or the greatest program ever created ,cannot
alone ensure implementation success. An array of elements must be built in
and carefully integrated to. significantly raise the potential for jlIcCess.

lftc7
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